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The Cherokee originate from the southeastern region of the United States but today

exist as three federally recognized tribes: the United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians in

Oklahoma, the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma, and the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians in

North Carolina. This geographical division of the Cherokee happened in the 19th century as

some Cherokee initially migrated west to escape the effects of colonization and as the national

government forcibly removed them from their homelands. One inescapable consequence of

European colonization and American assimilation was literacy, which the Cherokee harnessed

for their own purposes, communicating across this geographical division and adapting their

culture with the changing environment around them. When considering the Cherokee today,

the impact of literacy is evident.

As it pertains to this topic, literacy is the ability to read and use a writing system in a

language that allows one to communicate effectively. It’s important to note that people have

communicated effectively without complex writing systems for centuries, and some continue

to do so today; the devaluing of illiterate people began with imperialist and colonialist

systems in an attempt to maintain power and control and continues to manifest itself in

insidious ways today. Rather than examining whether the Cherokee would have been better

off with or without literacy, this paper acknowledges the fact that the Cherokee are already a

literate people and instead examines literacy’s effects on Cherokee cultural perseverance.

While sometimes complicating Cherokee heritage preservation, literacy has ultimately

allowed the Cherokee to persevere culturally through both historical and contemporary

challenges, including through a digital presence today.

One of the main discussions about literacy and the Cherokee is the distinction

between literacy in English and literacy in the Cherokee language, especially as Cherokee



literacy has been on the decline in recent years in favor of reading, writing, and speaking in

English.1 In this sense, literacy has negatively impacted cultural perseverance for the

Cherokee, since language is an integral, interconnected part of any culture. The loss of

literacy in the Cherokee language is detrimental to the Cherokee themselves because it

leads to a loss of the Cherokee language, which in turn means the disappearance of oral

traditions and heritage.2 There is already much discourse around whether Indigenous

cultural preservation is merely an idealist, foreign attempt to keep Indigenous peoples and

traditions “pure.” However, as long as the preservation of culture and heritage remains

important to the Cherokee themselves, it is something that should hold importance to those

examining the matter as well. Because literacy for the Cherokee means a struggle between

the two languages, cultural perseverance has become a complicated issue.

However, literacy has also allowed the Cherokee to document and share their culture with

the wider world, both in English and in Cherokee. It allows them to represent themselves and

understand what others write about them, something that was vitally important historically and

presently in a digital world where information is more widespread than ever.3

Literacy allows them to teach their language more easily in classroom settings, and it

allows for documentation of traditions that might otherwise have been lost with time.4

Literacy has allowed the Cherokee to adapt their culture without fearing its loss or

4 The Language & Life Project, “The Cherokee Language.”

3 Phillip H. Round, "Public Writing II: The Cherokee, a ‘Reading and Intellectual People,’"
(University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 134.

2 The Language & Life Project. 2008. “The Cherokee Language.” YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saSSlSQwlwg.

1 Ellen Cushman,"‘We're Taking the Genius of Sequoyah into This Century’: The Cherokee
Syllabary, Peoplehood, and Perseverance" (Wicazo Sa Review 26, no. 1, 2011), 75.



underappreciation as much as they might have, so it has also been a crucial tool for Cherokee

cultural perseverance.5

People often identify the Cherokee as the first Native American group to publish a

newspaper in the United States, and Sequoyah’s development of the Cherokee syllabary in

1825 certainly marked an important development in Cherokee literacy. Scholars such as Barry

O’Connell, Ellen Cushman, and Phillip Round have contributed to this conversation already,

examining the ways the Cherokee have adopted—or declined to adopt—literacy as well as its

effects on the Cherokee as a group and its larger cultural implications.

When examining the case of literacy and the Cherokee, O’Connell finds that few

Cherokee actually wanted to become like white Americans, and practices such as literacy

were often adapted in a revised manner rather than being adopted absolutely. According to his

research, an important step on the path to Cherokee literacy included the creation of a national

committee whose actions needed to be ratified by the Cherokee National Council, an action

taken in response to a minority of Cherokee chiefs signing away over ten million acres of land

to the U.S. government.6 In order for this system to function, records needed to be kept,

increasing a political need for Cherokee literacy. Also, at the beginning of the nineteenth

century, few Cherokee spoke English, resulting in “a nation dependent on federal agents and

others for in- formation about the wider world.”7 When Sequoyah created a syllabary that

made reading and writing in Cherokee possible, it “asserted the equality of Cherokees with

whites'' as well as “enabled the Cherokees to do what the missionaries feared: to maintain,

despite the terrible betrayal and loss of life of the removal, a sense of their own cultural

7 O’Connell, “Literacy and Colonization,” 507.

6 Barry O’Connell, "Literacy and Colonization: The Case of the Cherokees" (University of North
Carolina Press, 2010), 503.

5 “Culture.” Cherokee Nation Culture. https://www.cherokee.org/about-the-nation/culture/.



identity.”8 No longer reliant on oft-misintentioned outsiders for information and

representation, the Cherokee began representing themselves to the world. It is important to

note that O’Connell heavily emphasizes that around the time of colonization, the number of

Cherokee literate in Cherokee far outnumbered those literate in English.9 Literacy was not a

tool the Cherokee adopted to assimilate to white culture; it was something they ultimately,

albeit begrudgingly, accepted for its political benefits and for the preservation of their own

Cherokee language.

Cushman focuses more directly on Sequoyah; she takes interest in how the syllabary as

an aspect of literacy relates to Cherokee identity and heritage. As a citizen of the Cherokee

Nation, she examines the Cherokee interpretation of perseverance versus preservation and

how language plays a role in this distinction, noting that “preserving culture makes many

Cherokees uneasy because it does nothing to characterize the growth of the community

through generational learning and exchange."10 Perseverance allows for change while

preservation prevents it and makes the Cherokee historical rather than a living language and

people. Like O’Connell, she considers the syllabary to be a political act of perseverance as it

“[addresses] the real threat of language erosion and extinction that so many tribal languages

face."11 She adds that in 2009, no one under forty was conversational in Cherokee, but a

survey found 95 percent of the Cherokee people agreed that ensuring the vitality of the

language is important to Cherokee identity and heritage. Once a product of colonization,

literacy has come to be an essential method of Cherokee perseverance. However, she also

points out that “though it might be possible to maintain something of Cherokee peoplehood in

11 Cushman, “We’re Taking the Genius,” 70.
10 Cushman, “We’re Taking the Genius,” 71.
9 O’Connell, “Literacy and Colonization,” 513.
8 O’Connell, “Literacy and Colonization,” 514.



English with the Roman alphabet, too much is lost when Cherokees’ knowledge work fails to

include Sequoyan and when everyday language use relies solely on English."12 From her

observations, the gradual shift of the Cherokee from their own language to a majority

adopting English literacy has led to an unmistakable loss of Cherokee heritage and culture,

something the Cherokee would like to prevent.

Like both other scholars, Round agrees that Cherokee literacy ended up being a

medium for cultural persistence during a time of social stress, but he goes further to include

more negative consequences of literacy on the Cherokee. He observes that “the Cherokee

were no less susceptible than any other Native nation to the social strains produced by the

uncomfortable yoking of traditional cultural practices with new, alphabetic ones." Whether in

the form of missionaries or the widening gap between rich and poor, newfound Cherokee

literacy effectively altered many socioeconomic Cherokee systems.8 Still, Round does

highlight that an overlooked consequence of Sequoyah's syllabary was that it knit the

fragmented Cherokee community back together, especially during times of forced migration.

In a similar vein to O’Connell, Round emphasizes the political benefits of Cherokee literacy;

the Cherokee newspaper was able to publish extracts from treaties and court decisions,

educating the Cherokee public about removal when otherwise they would have remained

largely without clear information.9 Most importantly, Round points out that the Cherokee were

“committed to accepting usable parts of white culture without conceding the traditional past as

worthless.”10 When the Cherokee eventually adopted literacy, it was not done blindly but

rather with political and social intention.

Presently, the Cherokee’s adoption of literacy allows them to spread information

utilizing both English and Cherokee, something exemplified by the three official Cherokee

12 Cushman, “We’re Taking the Genius,” 79.



websites, one for each of the Cherokee tribes. For the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, the

navigation bar at the top of the page switches from English to Cherokee when one hovers the

mouse over the words, and parts of the pages are written in Cherokee.13 The other websites

also utilize Cherokee although not quite as extensively as the EBCI.14 Still, they have sections

dedicated to both language and education, using the websites as tools to share how important

language perseverance is to them. All three pages have information pertinent to the Cherokee

members themselves, such as care during COVID-19—which disproportionately affected the

Cherokee —and information about their governments.15 This spread of information through

digital technology would not be possible without literacy, so in this sense, literacy is highly

beneficial to the Cherokee in this rapidly-evolving digital age.

Literacy also helps the Cherokee teach their language, assisting with preserving

language and thus culture while also ensuring that it has an adapted place and purpose in the

future. In videos of the Cherokee teaching language lessons, whiteboards are almost always

featured with the syllabary written upon them.16 Written forms of languages help speakers

understand the mechanics of the language more, ensuring the complete grasp of the language

with dedicated time spent learning it. Being able to write down a language also preserves it;

even if the oral traditions fade, the language will still exist for future speakers.

Although perseverance is an important concept to emphasize, literacy helps the

Cherokee preserve culture as well, which “instills cultural pride” and “strengthens the distinct

Cherokee communities.”17 Through the government’s forceful removal of the Cherokee during

the Trail of Tears, people have tried to divide and mislead the Cherokee to reduce their power.

17 Cherokee Nation Website.
16 Official Government Website of the Eastern Band of Cherokee, July 19, 2019.
15 “COVID-19 Payment.” The United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians in Oklahoma.
14 Round, “Public Writing II,” 143.
13 Round, “Public Writing II,” 124.



Literacy was a way for the Cherokee to reclaim this power, creating petitions and

communicating through letters and the newspaper to strengthen bonds and communication.

Today, literacy as it revives and remembers cultural traditions allows Cherokee youth to

connect to their ancestors and revive the near-extinct Cherokee language.18

It is also necessary to note the difficulties in reviving the Cherokee language and

promoting Cherokee literacy when English literacy is so readily accessible to the Cherokee.19

When Charlotte’s Web was translated into Cherokee, students at the Cherokee New Kituwah

Language Academy were beyond appreciative to have new material to read because typically,

there is not a plethora of Cherokee literature.20 Here, Cherokee literacy in English reduces their

access to materials that would help them become literate in Cherokee. While there is an active

desire to learn their heritage language, a larger valuation of English literacy in the wider

United States that seeps into the Cherokee through assimilation has made it difficult to procure

the materials needed to keep the Cherokee language alive.21 In this way, literacy has made it

difficult to continue certain aspects of Cherokee culture.

In conclusion, European colonial powers and the U.S. government imposed literacy

upon the Cherokee, and although many rejected this cultural change at first, it ultimately

resulted in an abrupt lifestyle shift for all Cherokee. In some ways, literacy empowered the

Cherokee to fight colonialism and preserve their culture; in others, it caused the Cherokee to

rapidly adapt their lifestyles to the changing world around them. However, literacy has

ultimately allowed the Cherokee to persevere and adapt their culture to the modern world

while still allowing the Cherokee to cherish and promote traditions important to them.

21 Official Government Website of the Eastern Band of Cherokee.
20 The Language & Life Project, “The Cherokee Language.”
19 “A New Generation of Cherokee Speakers Rises.” America the Bilingual, September 6, 2019.
18 Official Government Website of the Eastern Band of Cherokee.
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